Printed Frosted Installation
Please Note: Frosted window decals can be difficult to install. We recommend either professional installation or a thorough review of our
installation instructions before attempting to install. This is a wet install that requires a water and soap-based solution to adhere the decal to
your intended glass surface. The instructions below also apply to a blank piece of frosted window decal.
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See All Steps 

Begin by thoroughly cleaning the window or glass surface you intend to use for your decal. We
recommend using a window squeegee with generous amounts of water or glass cleaner to ensure
all dust and dirt is removed from the window and surrounding edges. Use the window squeegee
to dry the window or allow appropriate time for it it air dry.
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Create an application solution for your decal by combining 3 drops of dish soap (not hand soap)
per 1 gallon of water and place into a spray bottle.
DISH SOAP
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Before beginning the installation of your frosted window decal, gather the following supplies to
help with the process:
• Spray bottle
• Paper Towels
• Application Squeegee (available for purchase with order)
• Window Squeegee
• Razor Knife (if decal is going to edges of glass or window)
• Ruler

+

1 Gal.
HO

Spray a generous amount of application solution to the desired glass surface or window.

Lay your frosted window decal on a flat, smooth surface and begin to remove the back liner (be
sure to keep the liner nearby for a later step). As you are removing the back liner, generously
apply the application solution created in the previous step to the back of the decal. You may want
to apply some application solution to your hands when doing this so you do not damage the
adhesive side of the decal with your fingers. Do not submerge the decal into water in order to
soak the adhesive side.
Pick up the decal by grabbing the two top corners. Be sure to keep the decal straight so that it
does not krinkle when moving it to the desired surface.

Now that both the adhesive side of the decal and the glass surface are now sufficiently wet, apply
your frosted window decal to the window. The application solution will allow the decal to slip and
move once it is on the window. You can then slide the decal into the final position you would like it
to be.
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Lay the removed back liner over the face of the decal and begin to use the application squeegee
to remove air bubbles/application solution from under the decal. Be sure to start in the center of
the decal and press firmly to the right or left. Continue this process until you have ran the
squeegee over the entire surface of the decal. For optimal results, we recommend using two
people during this step, having one person hold the decal away from the glass surface as the
other squeegees in a downward motion.
Use paper towels to clean the glass surface and to remove excess water from the edges of the
decal. It may take several days for the adhesive to fully dry and bind to the glass surface.

If your decal goes to the edge of your window, use a razor blade and ruler to trim excess material
away until the decal is flush with the edge of the window.
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